EMART Energy will transition into ‘Energy Markets’ at
European Utility Week.
EMART Energy, Europe’s flagship event for energy traders is adapting to new market
dynamics and will be integrated completely into Europe’s leading smart energy event,
European Utility Week (EUW), taking place on 6-8 November in Vienna.
European Utility Week is the largest and most prestigious smart energy event in Europe, bringing
together key stakeholders, from utilities, to regulators and large energy consumers, from the multinational level to the innovator start-up level. The event takes on a leading role in facilitating the shift
towards clean, efficient and smart energy in Europe.
The energy ecosystem has changed significantly over the years. Large scale renewables, local
generation and demand side response have changed the energy trading industry. With this in mind,
‘Trading’ is a crucial element to the energy value chain and will be featured at European Utility Week
in the form of the ‘Energy Markets Programme’.
Just as EMART Energy, the Energy Markets Programme concentrates on exploring future power
and gas markets, the future of energy trading, energy price drivers and the future market
design.
It is specifically designed for Gas & Power traders, heads of trading, settlement specialists, IT
managers, market analysts, originators, aggregators, energy managers at energy-intensive
companies, TSOs and DSOs.
The Energy Markets Programme will consist of an Energy Markets track in EUW’s strategic Summit
and on the Energy Markets zone on the exhibition floor with dedicated sessions on 2 Hub theatres,
and a networking area.
The strategic Summit session will showcase the latest updates on new market developments, how
technology is changing trading, the underlying fundamentals of wholesale energy price formation, the
future energy market design and the role of energy intensive users in this.
The more hands-on traditional EMART Energy sessions will move to the free-to-attend Hub theatres
on the exhibition floor.
The integration of EMART Energy into European Utility Week offers an enormous opportunity
to elevate the level of the conference as well as the networking opportunities, expanding your
network to new markets and industry partners, connecting with start-ups, large energy users and
much more.

Although the name ‘EMART Energy’ will cease to exist, we are confident that the integration into ‘Energy
Markets’ will offer you everything you are used to and more.
See you in Vienna on 6-8 November!

